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   Macrylex Resin Chip Color Selector

Creekbed Domino Orbit

Outback Safari Shoreline

Snowfall Terrier

Wombat Woodland

Macrylex: Floor Coatings for Freight Elevators
Elevator Floor Systems
Nearly Indestructible Macrylex Flooring 
The most hard-wearing flooring option
Macrylex is widely used for indoor/outdoor service elevators. Its 
semi-flexible configuration allows it to withstand impacts and freeze-
thaw conditions. It’s perfect for use in freight elevators, high-volume 
passenger elevators, manufacturing facility elevators, parking garage 
elevators and outdoor lifts. Macrylex Flooring Systems will take-on 
abuse from high volume traffic and heavy machinery loads.

Engineered to Perform
	\ High wear, impact, and abrasion-resistant

	\ Very low maintenance

	\ May be finished with decorative quartz or resin chip designs

	\ Optional slip-resistant finish

	\ Use over wide temperature range—even below freezing

	\ Superior bond strength to the substrate

Macrylex Resin Chip Elevator Flooring

Did you know?
Endura Resin Chips are also Ideal for 
garages, basements, auto showrooms, 
corridors, and all light to heavy traffic areas. 
Contact duraamen to learn more.

Endura Resin Chips are a decorative floor option that provides anti-
slip proprieties and additional topcoat protection for your Macrylex 
elevator floor system.

Endura Resin Chips may be broadcast a variety of ways for stronger 
or lighter texture effects. When paired with the various bodycoat color 
options, multiple unique floor textures and colors can be realized.

All the Key Features of Macrylex and:
	\ Can be designed for slip-resistance

	\ Additional color options

	\ A unique flooring surface can be achieved by adjusting the volume 
of chips broadcast.

Domino

Left: Domino is one of our most 
popular resin chip colors.

The dense broadcasting of 
chips creates a safer, 
anti-slip surface.

Elevator Cab Steel Deck

Macrylex F32 
1/8″–1/4″ thick

Macrylex S26, topcoat

Plywood 3/4″ Macrylex F98 Pumma 
& Perdure SL covered 
with Fiberglass Cloth

Macrylex P12, 
primer & 30 
mesh sand

*(Optional) 
quartz 
aggregate 
or resin chips
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   Macrylex Bodycoat Color Selector

gem gray dark gray light gray

charcoal slate blue deep blue

mocha tan pale buff

white sand taupe

colonial green brick red

terra cotta safety yellow

Color Theory.
‘Safety yellow’ and ‘deep blue’ are designed 
for industrial and manufacturing usage. The 
other colors can 
be used in any 
functional or 
decorative MMA 
floor coating 
project.

Duraamen’s Macrylex MMA floor system is the most incredibly durable 
and easy to install floor coating imaginable. The application of fresh 
Macrylex resin with the appropriate topcoat, creates a surface that 
almost nothing can effect. There is no substrate preparation needed, 
and existing floor material does not need to be removed, make for a 
fast installation and a quick return-to-service.

	\ The Super floor
Macrylex is not affected by temperature and has the highest bond 
strength of nearly any other floor coating. In addition to its bonding 
power, Macrylex is uncommonly flexible. These properties enable 
Macrylex to withstand freeze-thaw cycles, impacts, abrasions and 
heavy traffic of all types.

	\ Upkeep
Maintenance is ultra-minimal with these herculean floors. They’re 
impervious and waterproof. Liquids, solids, and oils do not affect 
Macrylex. Slip-resistance is customizable, as is the thickness of the 
coating.

	\ Design & Safety
Several hues of colored resin chips, quartz granules, and pigments 
(including industrial safety colors) are available. Resin chips and 
quartz granules add anti-slip properties to the coating, the degree to 
which depends on the installation method.

   Macrylex Quartz Color Selector

oceana reef sage

mint storm cloud tweed

quarry timberwolf slate

ocean wave fog

incan gold                  cheyenne

sable camel

Macrylex Elevator Flooring Macrylex Quartz Elevator Flooring
Key Features
	\ Superior bond strength to the substrate

	\ Wear, impact, and abrasion resistant

	\ Flexible

	\ Reduces noise created by mechanical vibration

	\ Applied at a thickness of 1/8" to 1/4"

	\ Install over wide temperature range—even below freezing

	\ Rapid cure with short recoat time (60 min)

	\ Can be broadcast with quartz or resin chips

	\ Very low maintenance

To enhance the aesthetics and strength, or to add anti-slip properties 
to your Macrylex floor, consider choosing the Macrylex Quartz 
Flooring System. Macrylex quartz flooring consists of broadcasting 
Duraamen’s Kwortz (colored quartz granules) in the still wet coating 
resulting in an anti-slip floor with additional surface protection. 
Kwortz may also be blended with the bodycoat for aesthetic value 
and added floor strength.

All the Key Features of Macrylex and:
	\ Improved wear, impact and abrasion resistance

	\ Slip-resistant finish

	\ Beautiful quartz finish

	\ Additional color options

Safety first.
For the safest anti-slip flooring Kwortz should 
be double-broadcast over the wet Macrylex.


